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llistorically the sclcction of a hydrofoil hullform
has brcn dictnkd primarily by design considerations
related to foilborne l~erfortllntlce. Emerging mission
rcquircmenls for future hydrofoil ships place greater
emphasis on the total vehicle perform,ance both hullborne and foilborne. The selection of the hydrofoil
hull and the design features are discussed as well as
established fcntures of existing and future hydrofoil
hulls. It is demonstrated that while hydrofoil hulls
must satisfy requirements unique to the concept, satisfaction of the requirements follows traditional naval
architectural practice, and generally results in hullforms similar to conventional naval platforms of comparative size.
I.

Introduction

The hydrofoil hullform requirements can be grouped
generically into five topical areas. First the hull together with the superstructure must provide the containment for the internal systems of the craft and the operating crew. This obvious requirement together with the
primary hydrodynamic considerations; hullborne speed,
take-off transition to foilborne operations, and waveimpact concerns while foilborne, provides the major
definition for the general overall size of the hull. Second, hydrofoil unique design features; namely load distribution matching between hullborne and foilborne conditions, lift system retraction, and optimum take-off
performance generate further definition of the hullform.
Third, a host of further requirements related to the mission of the craft provides more definition of both the hullform and the overall arrangement of the configuration;
both internally and externally. These include, hullborne
speed and seakeeping, weapon system arrangement, stability and subdivision, fuel tankage, lift system retraction
necessity, and foilborne and hullborne maneuvering.

scnplanc rxpcricnce is clrarly seen in the hullform.
Early design stutlics incluticd a st~~t~i~~l hull, which \\‘a~
not tliscartlctl until just i)r.iol. to construction.
The overall arrangcmcnt precluded any modifications to demonstrate other missions. Although in all
fairness, her prime mission was to dcmonstratc open
ocean operations, which she was the first to do; rued
very successfully. The DENISON’S
hullborne propulsars were waterjets to minimize take-off drag.
Hullborne propulsion, volumetric and hull structural
weight efficiences were low by today’s criteria.
Stability with the foils retracted was notoriously
poor, and when her flooding subdivision was tested
on a North Carolina river shoal, she was saved from
sinking by the shoal itself.
Design of the PWISVIEW AGEH-1, Figure 2, was
initiated in 1961. PWISVIEW was planned as a twostage development program with a fifty-knot initial foil
system, to be followed by a ninety-knot system. Pri-

Fig. 1 U. S. Maritime Administration - H. S. Deniron

Two additional topical areas, hullborne propulsion
and structural considerations, must be addressed as
they interplay with the hullform to influence the total
hydrofoil craft design, principally in the desire to minimize overall weight.
In this paper, prime emphasis will be devoted to the
first three topics; General Containment Considerations,
Hydrofoil L’nique Design Features, and Hydrofoil Mission
Related Features. Hullborne Propulsion and Structural
Considerations as discussed will focus on experienced
and espected trends for future craft.’
Before proceeding, it is of interest to describe the
hullform requirements emphasized in some U.S. hydrofoil designs over the past two decades. Generally as the
concept has matured from developmental to operational
status, the hull designer has been able to shift his prime
attention from assuring basic foilborne operation to the
more total picture of balancing the design to suit the intended mission of the particular craft.

P

The prime hull design emphasis on the H. S. DENISON,
Figure 1, delivered to the L7.S. Wrritime Administration
in lSti3; was achieving foilbornc operation. The aerospace
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Fig. 2. U.S. Navy. AGEH-1 Piainwew

PtIM-1 I’EtiASUS, the navy’s nr>wcst hydrofoil, was
authorixcd in tllc FY1971 butlgct, and a sole source contract was awarded to lhc Ijocing Company Cor desig,?l rind
Construction of a sister ship, IIl:RCULIIS,
construction.
has been suspcndcd pending a production decision for the
class.

mary.rmphasis
on the hullform design was t0 su[>[)Ort
t h e nindty-knot design objcctivcs. I<CLrilCtLlblc Outdrives were ultilizicd for hullbornc propu!sion; again to
minimize take-off drag. While her structural weight efficiency is high, the use of a 90/10 “conventional” COIIfiguration for the foil system distribution, precluded
high volumetric efficiency. This coupled with the amidship location of propulsion machinery (dictated by the
ninety lcnot requirement) introduces some dlilicut~ics in
the utilization ol ller payload capabilities and limits her
military
usefulness.

The intended mission of the 1’1131 greatly influenced
!lcr !u~!!form sclcction :uld g;c~nc~rnl :~rr:in~c~ncnl. \L’hi!c
the primary c ni!)hnsis in o!)<’ rat ion is in lhc toitl~ornc~
modr, grcntcr attention \vns tlircclcd to rclntivc>l>- high
bullborne speed in the design stage to maximize ovcr:~ll
‘IIll, t1ll11IJoI~llc
eflectivcncss Car her iiitcnctctl inlssions.
spcecl rcquircmcnt coupled \\-lth Cull for\v:trcl :uitL :rlt Coil
system rctmction, which reduces the intact stabilit!, design rcquircments, resulted in a hullform with a mocierate length-to-beam ratio of ahut five to one.

However by virtue of her size, the largest operational
hydrofoil in the world, I’LAIS\‘lE\~ is a vital assrt to
future hydrofoil development.
Two Patrol Gunboat Hydrofoils (PGII) \vere authorized
in the FY 1966 shipbuilding programs. PGII-1 FWGSTAFF, Figure 3, was des@ed and built by Grumman
Aerospace Corporation, and delivered in 1968. TUCUMCARI, PGH-2, was designed and built by the Boeing
Company and delivered in the same year.
.
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The modern sophisticated weapon suite sclcctecl for
the PIIXI was adequately integrated in the overall nrrangcment . Resulting volumetric nr:J structural efficiencies
of the design were in keeping with the developing trends
for hydrofoil craft.
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Fig. 3 U. S. Navy

Containment

Considerations

Recent studies, (1)) trended the vehicle densities (full
load weight/total enclosed volume) for six prototype hydrofoils; and for six recent design studies developed at
NAVSEC and Grumman Aerospace Corporation, Figure 4.
A measure of the efficient use of hull structure is the
value of vehicle density (full load weight/total). For existing hulls, vehicle densities have generally increased
with the maturing of the hydrofoil concept. Early CSS
R &D hydrofoils had low vehicle densities, while the
most recently launched, the PHBI, has a vehicle density
on the order of 15 lbs. /ft. 3. This latter value compares
favorably with naval displacement vehicles of the destroyer escort type which have densities on the order of
20-22 lbs. /ft3. Heller and Clark, (2), attribute ahut
3 lbs. /ft.3 difference in density to the use of all aluminum hulls in hydrofoils versus steel in conventional ships.
Use of lighter weight equipment for foilborne performance considerations together with the smaller displacement of hydrofoil vehicles up until this time would account for the remaining differences in densities from
conventional naval escort platforms,

f
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General

- PGH-1 Flagstaff

FLAGSTAFF, has a 70/30 “conventional” foil system
distribution and a foilborne propulsion system consisting
of a single variable-pitch propeller located on the aft pod.
The propeller is driven by a zee-drive transmission.
TUCUMCARI has a canard foil system with a 31/69 load
distribution. The foiltirne propulsion system consisted
of a single waterjet pump located in the hull with water
inlets in the lower end of each main (aft) strut.

While it is difficult to quantify correct or acceptable
values for vehicle densities, some keys are offered in
terms describing existing hydrofoil vehicles. Operating
crews, who must live on, operate, and maintain the
crafts USC the terms spacious, comfortable, tight and
cramped; while designers use terms like efficient, com-

Both craft used waterjet propulsion during hullborne
mode to minimize take-off drag. The craft were relatively short in length due to an overall hoisting length
iestriction of 65 feet imposed during design studies conducted prior to authorization. As a result of these early
design studies hullborne speed requirements were low,
although a relatively high hullborne endurance was
specified.
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The short overall lengths coupled with stringent intact
stability requirements resulted in relatively beamy craft
with high volumetric efficiencies. Structurally FLAGSTAFF was about 20:; heavier on a density (lbs/Ct3 of enclosed volume) basis, owing to the fact she wad designed
for series construction from the outset, and also was
not subjected to the weight sensitivities intierent in the
waterjet powered TUCURICARI.
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The weapon suite for both craft wcrc identical, snd
although somewhat unsophistic:ltcd by today’s standards.
influenced the arrnngrmcnts of the c&t to a large extent.

Fig. 4 Vehicle
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.pact, ani under-utilized. Of the prototype vehicles the
A‘GEI1. is generally recognized as the mosl spacious;
PCli-1 is termed comfortable; PGII-1, l’GII-2, and Pllhl
are described as compact, and the FHE-400 BRAS D’OR
is touttd for her volumcric efficiency.
Acc@able values for future hydrofoil ships will be
pretlominnntly iunctions 01 crew size and cquipmcM
maintainability and repairability rcquircmcnts. The
question of crew size in gcncral, and the concern of providing the proper blend of I~alJitability \vith minimum ship
volume and weight constramts is shnrcd by all advanced
naval vehicle COIlCCptS.
ACCCSS
needs, and inherent volume requirements, for mnintcnancc and repair of equipment is becoming better quantified as the hydrofoil concept matures and 1~ C ,\I data is collected. Work underway at the Boeing Company is assembling this data.
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Thus far the discussion has dealt only with the gross
vehicle parameter of total lveight over total volume. As
the twelve designs considered (in Figure 4) had wide variations in fuel load percentages, the data was corrected
for fuel weight and volume, Figure 5. The corrected
data shows good agreement between the means for the
existing vehicles and the design studies; although there
is considerable scatter for the existing hydrofoils, with
all three USS combatants (PGH-1, PGH-2 and PHXI)
falling above the mean. The two R %D ships (PCH-1
and AGEH-1) suffer from the lack of an installed weapon
system.
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Fig. 6 Vehicle density - based on full load displacement minus fuel load
and lift systems
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Fig. 5 Vehicle density - based on full load displacement minus fuel load

Finally recognizing that the bulk of the lift systems
were external to the hull, the data was again corrected.
Figure G, by subtracting lift system weights. A trend
of increasing density with platform displacement can be
identified.

PHM W/O PROPULSION WATER
4 - 18.6%

AFL

Fig. 6 Potential vehicle deosity

Also identified in Figure 6 is the apparent existence
of a “volumetric growth margin” inherently built into all
design studies, which is perhaps a partial explanation of
why vehicles can grow in weight during the successive
design phases without significantly growing m volume.
To quantify the potcntinl upper limit of whicle dcnslty,
a new line \vas drallll, Figu rc 6, through the &,an of the
four most dense existing hydrofoils with a slope identified
by the six recent design studies. A total vehicle density
was then constructed by adding lift s~~stcm \velght Irotn
l,‘ijiurc 7 and Iuel \~c~i~ht. (‘lk mc3n 1 rcwd lint on l’isuw 7 did not ~ncludc~ Ilk> ~IIIXV iiscd 1111 sj,stcm tlcs~gns,
1~111~:-401),
;\I 134.4, anti Ml: LL)).
I~~gurc~ s rcsuitcd
~llustratms bOth polcnt~nl tocal vLhiclc dcns~ty and the cltect
o f hlc~l lo:rtl. The trends shown are cot~s~tlc~t~cd valid lot

IN TONS

- based on full load disphcement

retractable-lift-system, propeller-driven craft. Nonretractable lift-system
designs will have lower vehicle
densities, as the bulk of the lift system is external to
the containment volume, while waterjet powered craft
will increase the vehicle density by a minor amount due
to the relatively dense onboard propulsion water. PHXI,
with a fuel load of 17.5% of full load, as built, is shown
as a reference. Correcting the PIIJI density for onboard propulsion tvater associated with the waterjets
brings it into good agreement with the indicated potential
trends .
\\‘hilc total vchiclc volume trends can be identified by
the prc-cccding, distribution botwcen hull girder and supcrstruc‘lurc volume is shown in Figure 9. There are
3
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canard confijiurntions: the Grumm;m dcsignccl AGKII
and PGlI-1 being convcntionnl, tvhilc the Navy dcsigncd
PCII-1, the Boeing dcsigncd XII-2 :md PiIhI, and the
Canadian FlIE-400 being cnnard. k’uturc larger hyclrofoils with lcsscr strut length-to-ship length ratios rind
higher foil span-to-ship beani ratios will tend to employ
tnndcm
distributions. The final lift jystcm tlistril)utic,~i
choirc in\olvc.- ovc~rnll :i t.t.:lng<*ni<snt :llltl \t’t,i:ht tli.-;t t.ibulion coilsitlc*r:~tions inclu~liii:: ni;ichinc~l’v 211tl C~II~III;I~
systctm clc~mcnt locatir)n5: i’ctr:lc.tallilil!. if rcxcluii,k,tl (11
the struts and foils; and foilborne hydrcdynamic consiclcrntions relative to tlywnlic 5(:il)iiilg :1n(1 control,
mancuvcrability,
and do!vnw;~.sh ctlccts oi t hc IOIXI rd
foil on the aft foil.

t o cithcr side of the mean
Small supcrstructurc
vehicles offer
incrcnsc(i flCsil,ility for \vc:ll,on SJXlcm nrrnngcm:nt,
both in initial dcsibm and in future mid-life modification,

, ,,,ros

and cons

distribution

for &signing

shoVn.

IJut ~,ay a pen:llly in structural wciyht as shown in Section
VI follo\ving . In this regard (;rummxn designs ;\1124A

C \\‘crc tl~~~c~lolWcl to 5:It isfy that Dcvclopmcntnl Rig
[I!-droloil (I)I:lI) ’ \~c:~poon sxstcn~ test I)c$d rcqu~ rcbmt*nt,
and thus 8 tlcsign IcnLurc \Vns lo have tlic. n~inimuni
sul~c~rstructurc to insurcb mnsimum nrnlament location
po1c11l 1x1.
and

h’ot often rccognizcd however is the> rcquircnicnl ol
the hull form to match the sclccted vclhicltb loncl tllstribution with minimal ChlgC:j in trim.
3 NAVSEC OBH

The single hull pnramelcr which best clcfincs the solution is the location of the longitudinnl ccntcr of ~LIOJ-nnc~
Ticlure 11 illus(LCI3) for the displnccmcnt of interest.
tratcs historically typical values of LCE su?lnl~lc lor the
various foil lift classificntions dcfinccl in pcrccntngc of
the hull length between perpcndiculnrs
(LBP).
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Cnique Design Features

Hydrofoil unique design features can be defined as
those hull requirements which are necessary to the hydrofoil concept without regard to the mission of the total
vehicle. These features are load distribution match between hullborne and foilborne conditions: hydrod>%amic
performance to insure take-off to foilborne; and when
required the geometric interaction necessary for lift
system
retraction.

AFT PERPENDICULAR

Fig. 11 Typical LCE
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locations for hydrofoil craft

To present an illustration of the hull forms characteristics suited for cnch type of distribution the follolving
figures taken from (1) arc shoxw. The data in each figure
has been normalized to a 1000 tons nominal hull displaccment for comparison. T%c figures [vi11 also be utilized
in the discussion of lift system retraction which follows.
Figure 12 illustrates the AGE11 hull form, with a conventional (90/10) distribution. To achieve the required LCB
location a full sectionrd hull was provided forward, with
rather extrcmc tnpcrin,cp of the hull sections aft. Lowering the lift system elcn~ents (mains ath\vnrtships, and
tail in the for\Vnrd nnd rift I~l~uic) tcntlcd to move the total
vehicle ICI; and I.CG for\varcl to a match Ivith the foilborne ccntcr of lift. Figrcs 13 and l-4 illustrntc t\vo
rcccnt (;~umn~ui A~roslxicc~ Corporation designs for tandcm lilt systcni hulls. Dcbsign M124, Figure 13, h a s a
40/W distril,ution; while Design 3113-k, I:igurc 14, has n
30/X distrilnltion
ns illustrntcd, for which a retraction
schcmc can IJC’ dcvclopcd nt the cspcnsc of complicntcd
mcchnnicnl arrnngcments.
A 4OiC;O distribution is more
practical. In both of these designs, having satisfied the
distrilMion rcquircinent,
hull sections wcrc chosen primarily for mxchinc~ry :~rr’nngc*mcnt , hullbornc spc~ci , and
scZllic~l~~~il1~ rcqu ircnmrnts: result in,
1’ in rather line liws
forw;~rtl with tr:ulitionnl sections aft. Due t o the lift SVS-

TANOEM 0.35 < : < 0.65

-

LCB

For level trim hullborne the LCB location must match
the location of the longitudinal center of gravity, LCG.
It should be noted that on retractable system designs,
lowering the foils will move the LCB and LCC for the
total vehicle. For this reason hullborne level trim conditions cannot as a rule be precisely satisfied for both
foils up and down, although e.xperience has shown that
limited excursions in trim can be attained under all conditions of loading and lift sptem position.

Load Distribution -Most discussions in regard to
hydrofoil load distribution, center on the distribution of
lift in foilborne mode between the forward and aft lift
system arrays. The terms conventional, tandem, and
canard are used to classify hydrofoil craft by lift system
distribution.
Figure 10, taken from (3) illustrated the
generally ncceptcd limits for each type. Existing hydrofoils have successfully utilized both conventional and

Fig. 10 Drfimcion
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Fig. 15 AGEH-1 Derived hull form and canard F/S configuration with
30/70 load distribution

tio of the planform. Thus as future vehicle size increases, both foil dimensions relative to hull dimensions
and aspect ratio will increase eliminating the possibility
of split foil arrays or single strut and foil combinations
as found on the AGEH-1, Figure 12. Athwartship retraction will not bc possible without a center line break
joint on the foil. With larger relative foil spans, minimum opcrntional bcnm will IJC achieved with near tandem
distributions.
The most practical rctrnction gcomctrv
is to retract the forward :lrray over the bow and the aft
array over the stern, with the shortest hull (relative to
strut length) with nn LCH closest to amidshtps offering
the easiest solutions.

upon io\vering of the foils. Final LCG and LCD values
’ selected in the foils cxtcndcd condition were n function
of second order hydrodynamic performance conditions.
Finally we see in Figure 15, a canard foil system hull
&rived from the AGEH hull. The 30/70 lift system
distributions results in a hull requirement for proportional fine section forward with extremely full sections
aft. Loncring the lift system clcments (both in the forward and aft @I) moves the total vehicle LCG and LCB
forward.
Foil System

Retraction

All USN hydrofoil ships have had retractable lift systems. AGEH and PGH-1 with conventional distributions,
have split forward arrays which are retracted
athwartships, and a single tail strut and foil pivoted
over the transom in the fore and aft plane. All elements
are lifted clear of the water for inspection and maintensnce.

Better hullborne performance however is achieved
with longer hulls, while good seakeeping ability results In
in LCB locations about 75 of the hull length aft of amidships. With these additional requirements the lift
system distribution will favor the aft array. Thus the
total mission requirement of the vehicle has an influence
on lift system distribution by reason of practical rettiaction
arrangements.

The lift system elements on PCH-1 are retracted
vertically. This procedure, while reducing hullborne
draft, does not facilitate lift system inspection and/or
maintenance. The PGH-2 with a canard distribution has
a mirror image of the PGH-1 retraction with split aft
arrays retracted athwartships and the single forward
array pivoted over the bow.

Hull length has in influence on trim excursions between foilborne and hullborne modes. The measuring
parameter is MT1 or the moment required to trim the
craft one inch hullbome. Typical IIT values are shown
on Figures 12 to 15, and illustrate that resistance to
trimming is primarily linear with hull length. Thus the
designer has a slightly easier task balancing foilborne
and hullbome trims with the longer craft.

The PHM, with a canard distribution, has a single
foil aft supported by two struts which retract over the
stern; and a single forward strut and foil which swings
over the bow.

Take-Off

Generally each of these retraction schemes have imposed no severe requirement on the hull arrangements.

Hydrodynamic

F’erformance

Historically the analysis of the hydrodynamic performance of hulls during the take-off transition was initially based on seaplane technology, as reflected in
early hydrofoil hullform selections. As the hydrofoil
technolo,q matured, it was recognized that the dynamic
attitude of the seaplane (thrust over drag vectors producing a bow down trim) and higher take-off speeds of
the aircraft were not appropriate to the hydrofoil conditions. Thus hydrofoil designers turned to planing craft
technology for both design data and analysis techniques.
Although hydrofoil hull design is presently considered by
some to be a branch of planing craft naval architecture:
it is more precisely defined as a separate, but similar
field of technology. The hydrofoil hull in take-off differs
from the planing hull in that being constantly unloaded it
has no fixed design displacement; is subjected to high
hull trimming monents from the position of drag vector
from the lift system and thrust vectors on propeller-driven
craft; rarely if ever, achieve a positive attack angle of
the aft underbody (necessary for the definition of planing);
and in general experiences maximum drag values at forward velocities other than those experienced in planing
craft. Planing craft literature however serves as a valuable source of initial design data, and suggestions fen
improvement of analysis techniques. A recent typical
paper (4) contains analysis techniques (and excellent propeller data) which may hnvc application to hydrofoil technology, although the planing craft illustrations arc not
directly
applicable.

The reason is explained by reference to Figure 10.
The parameter X is defined as the distance from the
craft LCG to the forward foil array, and the parameter
L is the distance between arrays. Both parameters can
be varied in proportion maintaining the same distribution. With athwartship retraction of either the forward
or aft elements (AGEH, PGH-1, and PCH-2); the location of the other array can be located for convenience in
establishing the retraction geometry and mechanisms,
and the longitudinal location of the athwartship retracted
elements adjusted by varying “X” with ‘IL. It
In establishing the retraction geometry for the PHM,
the location of the critical single forward strut and foil
was developed, and the location of the aft array was determined by again varying “X” and “L.” This procedure
resulted in the aft array passing the stern with greater
than needed, although acceptable, clearance.
Experience with all retraction methods today have
been favorable with the following minor notations. Retracting the main elements athwartships (AGEH, PGH-1,
PGH-2) have imposed additional requirements on static
stability which have been met. Pivoting a single forward
strut and foil (PGH-2 and PHhl) necessitates a bow
closure door which was a source for several failures
on PGH-2. An improved bow door design was developed for PHhI based on the PGH-2 experience.

To illustrate the relative contribution of the hull to
the total hydrofoil drag during the take-off transition
some typical cases ~111 be shown based upon actual hull
model test data found in (5). This reference describes
the design AI122 hull configuration chosen and subsequently model tcstcd in 1971 by Grumman Aerospace
Corporation in anticipation of a design competition for the
Kavy’s l’ll>I program. Although the program was
awarded \\:ithout competition, the Boeing Company hull
configur:ltion was subsequently modified after contract

Retraction arrangement for future larger hydrofoil
ships will not bc as rend,lly achlevcable as on past designs. The reasons are several, but most are related
to achieving higher hydrodynamic performance in both
foilborne and hullborne modes. For a given foil loading,
foil dimensions increase by the Z/3 power of displaccmcnt, \vhilc hull dimensions increase by the l/3 power.
Foil cfficiencg IS increased with incrcnscs in aspect ra6

’

award <o be nearly identical with the Ml22 hull form.
. The extensive towing tank tests completed by Grumman,
(6). provides M adequate data base for valid prediction
of hull drag and pitch for a considerable range of design
displacements and loading conditions. “Design”* displacement of ~1122 was 172.8 tons with a hull length
(LBP) of 120 Ft. yielding a displacement-length ratio
a/(.01143
of 100. Anticipated take-off speed was 25
knots.

- 7,000
- 6.000
l

t

Where A is the hull displacement - tons
L is hull length -Ft.
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Typical residual resistance coefficients
Cr( = RR/1/2PVo2S) for hII are shown in Figure 16.
Where RR
P is
v is
S is

-

- 1,ooo

is Residual resistance -1bs.
Water density - lb-sec2/Ft4
Velocity - Ft/sec
Wetted area - Ft2

LBP-1OOFT
V fT.0.t = 25 KTS
I
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fig. 17 Ml22 Bare hull drag for

100-ton,

25sknot

trkeoff speed design
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16 Typical residuary resistance coefficients for Ml22
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This data is expanded and added to frictional drag for
two illustrative hull sizes of 100 and 1065 tons, Figures
17 and 18, both for 25-knot take-off conditions. Note
that maximum hull drag occurs at similar forward velocity but at dissimilar froude numbers
(FR=Vo/(gL) l/2).

Fig. 18 Ml 22 Bare hull drag for 1065ton. 25knot takeoff speed design

- ~*~

- LBP- 220 FT
V (T.0.I - 35 KTS

Where VO is Velocity - Ft/sec
g is Gravity 32.2 Ft/sec2
L is Ship length - Ft

- 5o.ow

Planing craft theory would predict maximum hull drag
at a constant froude numbers (between .4 and -5) independent of vehicle displacement. For the larger craft
(1065 Tons) a higher take-off speed of 35 knots was considered, Figure 19. A standard unloading with hull displacement inversely proportional to take-off speed squared
(AH= AD(1 - Vk/VT.O)? 1 was used in this analysis.
AH is instantaneous hull displacement - tons
A D iS I)CSigII displacement - tOnS
Vk is Speed-knots
VT . 0. is Take-off speed-knots
Figure 20 compares the hull resistance per ton, and
corresponding “lift” to drag ratios for the three examples. At 25-knot take-off conditions, the relative hull
resistance of the smaller craft (100 Tons) is about twice
the resistance of the lnrycr (101X Ton) craft. Compar-
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ing take-off speed conditions, for the same displacement
hull resistance is similar up until about 23 knots, where
hull “L/D” (- 20) is greater than to be expected from the
foil lift system at this speed. This illustrates that as
hydrofoils grow in size and length increasing take-off
speed ha& certain advaatagcs, primarily if it is desirable
to optimize the lift system hydrodynamic design for nmx7

.

..-_..

V IN KNOTS

Fio 19 Ml22 Bare hull drag for

*Hull “Design” Displacement by Grumman standard
prncticc for hull development is full load displacement
minus one-half fuel load.
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Note on Figurcts 17 through 19 the hull drag value
identified at take-off zero hull displnccmcnt. This drag
coml)oncnt
is caused by spray and water adhesion with
the 19x1 transiting from the still water surface. While
this phenomenon had been suspected previously, It was
positively identified for the first time in (G), and has
Iwrn verified in sulxscquc~nt
model tcbsts conducted by
Grumm:m .\~~~wsp:ux
Corilornt ion.
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Of final discussion is the effect of cl!namic trim clu I‘ing take-off. liecause the hull can bc subjcctcd to !vltlc
vnri:itions in trinlniin,cu moments clw to the c11.a~ of lift
system conip,on~nts
(causin, ‘1’ bo\v tlo\\n trim) . different is1
lift from the forxvarcl and aft foils, and acceleration
thrust escursions (cnusiny bow up trim on propeller
driven craft) it is desirnblc to provide hulls \vhich are
relativcsly insensitive in trim and drag variation to thcsc
effects. .Annlyticnily the trimming moments are treated
as hull static momcnls providing a shift in the craft longitudinal center of gravit:b- (LCG). Figure 21 illustrates
the nchicvcment of this objective for a previously
discussecl Qpicnl hydrofoil hull. Corresponding trim
excursions xerc on the order of one clcgreo m,aximuni.

V IN KNOTS

Fig. 20 Ml22 Bare hull resistance per unit displacement and L/D

IV. llyclrofoil

Mission Related Features

Mission relntcd features are defined as those hull
requirements dictated by the mission of the total design.
Included within these features are:
Rullborne Speed
Hulll~or~~e Seakeeping
Weapon System Arrangement
Stability
Subdivision
Fuel Tankage
Retraction Secessity
Foilborne Maneuvering
Hullborne ;\Inneuvering

-l--T-

While none of these features are necessary to the hydrofoil concept, each contributes to the military worth of
the hydrofoil, MCI in some measure, effects the solution
of hydrofoil unique features discussed in the preceeding
section.

A,, .172.0 TONS
V IN KNOTS
LCG IN FT. FROM F.P.
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Rullborne

ll istorically hullborne speeds of hydrofoils have rcceivecl minor consideration. Nhnt coulcl be achieved
\vithout difficulty \vns ncccptc%d with little question. llullborne speed (and range) ability were sacriticcd to achieve
the best foilborne performance resulting in effective vehicle speed gaps 01 as high as 23 knots between maximum
pure hullbo~nc speeds and minimum continuous foilborne
speeds.
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Fig 21 Ml22 Hull takeoff drag speed and LCG
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foilborne speeds. Fo11 efficiency at take-off speed
C.-I be compromised to achieve better maximum speed
efficiency, and the transfer of lift from the hull to the
lift system delayed in compcnsat ion. This can bc RCcon~plisl~ccl
because hull “L.‘l)” ratios are a function of
frouclc sixxd rt~lntionsh $p, \vhilc lo11 system “L; D” ratios are a function of absolute velocity. Indeed, early
historic concc~rns nl)out sc’tt ins “Over the l111mp” at trikeoif arc tliminishin~ \vith incrcnsing vehicle six. The
“ivorst” ccnnl)in:ttion of hydroioil siLc and take-off
SlhWki
have prol~tblg Iic~en pres;cntc4 in tlw csislmy 1)11M
design, where the* lowest foil and hull efficiencies were
coincidental for 23 knot take-off conditions. N’hile adequ:ttc* thrust Cwlcl Iw 1)rovitled \vitli 1~roIx~llcrs at thcsr
cuntlilions, .‘1 s:~tisl:tctory solution \v:ts achic~\cd with the
I’ll>1 !\‘:itc~rjc,tr: I)y incrc’nsing lal;c*-off s~h~c*tl: in C*ffcY*t
nllo\ving tllL> 1~111 t o q~‘r;itc
f<lr lilt tu t\lc iuils

I~IOI~C~

Speed

I’nfortm~ntcly the demonstrutctl hullborne speed nbilitics of hvdrofoils have a tendency to be incorporated into
the mission cllc~ctivcncss
studies addressing future hydrofoil r~qiiirc~mc~nts.
short-changing the concept.
Future 1;1r<c*r hydrofoil ships can bc designed to
achieve high hulli,urnc speeds at fuel economies not unlike eonvc~ntiomil hull as shown in (1). Figure 22 compares the bare 1~111 resistance of the four rcprescnlntive
hydrofoil hulls discussed in the prcceeding section. All
results are based on hull model tests.
\\‘hilc inclcasces in hullborne sl>ecd are achicvcxl \vith
hrgh Ien~th-to-I kwn ratios, nilectu:ite trnnsvcrsc st:tbility
can bc nmintntncd; and as will be shown later in this
paper, without im~rcnse in hull weight.

cllickwtLy Ix~tore trnlls-
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In the tlcployment of liwnr and lowrd sonar systems
from hydrofoils during hulll~omc operations lhc motion
stabilization chwactcrislics of lhc craft with the foils
extcndcd offer certain aclvnnlagcs over canr’cn~ional
ships. Sormnl dcl~loymcnl of sensors over the stern in
future hydrofoils will bc with the aft foils and stmts cxtended to preclude interference with the rclrnctcd litt
s?-stc~nl clcnlcnls. Tllis :lrI‘:Ill~cI11~~~\1
\vill :\llo\v rnl)id
transition lrom litilll~uln~: to loill~otwc~ \vhilc, to\vins.

240.000

160.000

Stability and Subdivision
Implicit to the discussion of thcsc subjects is the
recognition that hydrofoil craft arc in c’sscncc convc’ntional naval craft with large topside wrights and sn~l arca
conditioned by the retraction of the lift systems. \Vith
foils extcndcd, hydrofoil craft hnvc more th:m adequatt
stability to withstand high wincl and wave conclitions; in
most instances far greater than ships of similar size
and mission. Stability in the foils cxtendecl condition is
most often in excess of that required in the design sea
environment for the craft. Retraction of the lift system
for whatever purpose; for military mission reason such
as higher hullborne speed, or while ~1 anchorage raises
the vehicle center of gravity and increases the lateral
wind area. This condition governs the ability of the craft
to satisfy the stability and buoyancy criteria.
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Fig. 22 Comparison of hull drag at ~3 = 1000 tons
Criteria
With proper design attention mission effective speeds
over the entire velocity profile from zero to maximum
foilborne speeds can be achieved.
Hullborne

The stability and buoyancy criteria generally applied
to hydrofoil craft can be found in (a), and more recently
in (9). Of note is that \\hilc (9) specifically addresses
“Advanced Marine \‘ehicles” the criteria contained
therein for hydrofoil craft types in unchanged from the
criteria of (8); which has been successfully applied to
hydrofoils for more than a decade by competent
naval architects. All other craft types treated in (9) required a redefinition of criteria for their non-conventional hull forms.

Seakeeping

With increasing attention to higher hullborne speeds,
greater emphasis will be placed on seakeeping at these
speeds. Good seakeeping is achieved with higher lengthto-beam ratios, fine entrance bow section, sufficient
freeboard, and attention to longitudinal weight distribution. \Vith decreasing emphasis on take-off drag as discussed in the preceeding section, these features can be
designed into future hydrofoil hulls.

Also of interest, neither references are presently
classified as specifications for U.S. Navy ships.
In summary the governing stability and buoyancy criteria for hydrofoil (and convention) ships is as follows:

Recent seakeeping tests, (7). demonstrated the potential ability of a nominal 1000 Ton hydrofoil hull to nchicve
speeds of 25 knots in sea state G without slamming and
propeller unwetting.

Be able to sustain a wind velocity of
from 60 to 100 knots dcpend~ig on craft size and mission
without adverse roll (nc; greater than 15” max.) and with
sufficient reserve restoring energy-. to withstand wind
accompnnicd waves.

Yet to be fully documented is the effects of foil damping on hull motions with the foils exqcnded at high hullborne speeds. Canadian studies indicate that, due to the
motion damping effect of the foil system, the hullborne
drag in sea states can be less with the foils down than
with the foils retracted.

General application to hydrofoils to date has been to
specify a 80 knot wind.
A second intact stability criteria nddrcsscs roll moments caused by lifting of large weights ant! side cro\vcling
of pnssengc~rs. These have not had application to Ii~dro-

Dictates of good weapon system favor maximum
weather deck spncc and minimal supcrstructurc, tending to increase hull struclural weight. Radar and radio
frequency antennas favor high installation locations,
adversely effecting transfer stability in wind. Counter
to this is the increase in antenna height during foilborne
operation.
Nissilc blast-clfcct concc’rns and armament relend
‘and mngazinc locntiow rclativc to armament arrnngcmcnts arc not unlike conventional military platforms,
9
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l’rcviously not applictl to hydrofoils due to :uit icip:ited
&lay be npplicd to “blue (\vhite)
arcas of operation.
lvater” designs, with potential application of unsymmetric
icing conditions.

I

Damnycd Flooding.
a) For craft less than 100 Ft. in length, be able to
withstand the flooding of any single mnin compartment.
b) For craft between 100 and 300 Ft. in length, be
able to withstand the flooding of any two adjacent
comoartments.

of

Existing

/

FR 22

FR.9

(co

FP

NOTE: MAIN PROPULSION TURBINE QCOMVT. & FUEL TKS’
CONSIDERED DAMAGED WITH COMP’T

Damaged Stability. Be able to have adequate stability
under flooded conditions (preceeding) with no more than
15” of heel with adequate reserve restoring energy to sustain rolling from moderate seas.
Performance

I ,7

Fig. 23 PGH-1 Flagstaff floodaMe

lengths two-compartment

subdivision

closely spaced water-tight bulkheads, Grumm,an Aerospace has recommended and applied as a design standard
a minimum effective bulkhead spacing of 5 Feet +3% (LBP
in feet). For FLAGSTAFF (Figure 1) this resulted in
a minimum bulkhead spacing of 7 Feet.

Designs

All existing hydrofoil craft have met the stability and
buoyancy criteria as summarized in Table I.

An additional recommended practice has been to :issume that adjacent foil foundation support bull;l~c:uls \v111
both be rendered non-watertight in the event of a hard
grounding foilbornc. Gcucral practice has becu to assume that integral me1 tanks arc flooded in measuring
subdivision I\-hilt remaining undamaged in assessment oi
damaged stability.

In general the criteria has been applied and evaluated
at two operating conditions, full load and minimum operating. The latter condition assumes one-third fuel load
and reduced amounts of other disposable loads. For hydrofoil craft, as in most other naval ships, the minimum
operating condition establishes the governing situation.
Studies now being conducted at Grumman Aerospace
Corporation in assessment of criteria for future hydrofoils are addressing the reality of a minimum operating
condition with near zero fuel.

Performance of Future Designs

Future hydrofoil craft, particularly larger ships, in
view of past esperience should have little difficulty in
providing adequate intact and damaged stability. PrinciIn application of the criteria to existing hydrofoils,
pally because future craft will tend to have 90” foil rethe most difficult solutions have been those designs with
traction arcs as opposed to near 180” arcs on several of
main machinery aft. In the minimum operating condition
the existing hydrofoil vehicles. In addition while lift systhese craft as a rule trim bow uptending to decrease the
tem weight percentages (of full load) will tend to increase
ability of the craft to sustain flooding aft. Prudent design
with displaccmcnt , strut lengths will tend to decrease in
practice has dictated that floodability analysis be conproportion to size, (10). Vehicle certical center of gravducted over the crafts operating range of expected trims.
ities will tend to a constant value (without fuel) as a funcFigure 23 illustrates this analysis for PGH-1 FLAGSTAFF. tion of the num’)er of decks contained within the hull: as
illustritcd
L
in Fitsure 34. Thus while the overall effect
The criteria for Damaged Flooding (preceeding)
will be a propor;ionsl rise in vehicle center of gravity
does not specify a minimum damage length for U.S.
with retraction (essentially a function of foil system
Navy ships under 300 Feet in length. Recognizing that
weight percentage), sufficient stability can be maintained
the criteria could be impractically satisfied by numerous
with 90” retraction arcs.
Table I. Intact and Damaged Stability Criteria of Existing Ilydrofoil

Craft

Minimum
Compartment Length
(in feet)

Number
Flooclable

G

10

1

Criteria not specified.
(\.ertic:il Foil Retraction)

AGEH-1

11

.12

2

80 Knot Beam \Vind Intact

PGH-1

G

7

2

SO Knot Beam Wind Intact

PGII-2

5

8

1

80 Knot Beam Wind Intact

PIlM-1

8

10

2

Craft

PCH-1

Compartments

Stability

Criteria

80 Knot Beam Wind Foils E.xtcnded
50 Knot Beam Wind Foils Retracted
Both Intact
.
--_-.--.--.-----

.
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However expanding the 100 Ton hull to 1000 Tons rctaining the same form but increasing the L/B ratio to G
initial satbility can be shown to be:
2.02mlOOt

0
4

A,, IN TONS

zoo0
1

l.li’C1(395)

-El000

I
I
Thus initial stability is potentially lowered by incrcasing L/U. ttowcvcr vchiclc vrrticnl ccntcrs of gravity as
shown in Figure 2-l are cxpcctcd to tend lo a constant
value.
Figure 25 illustrates the overall expected trend.
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and rtrui foil system trends with retraction v s
ship displrcemant

Design studies conducted at Grumman Aerospace on
hydrofoil ships up to 1660 Tons have verified the ability
to provide adequate stability to that displacement, (see
Figure 26), for the minimum operating conditions.

In addition the effect of greater disposable loads
(principally fuel) on future designs tending to cause a
wider range in vertical center-of-gravity shift from full
load to minimum operating conditions must be considered.

RIGHTING ARMS

Future hydrofoils will also tend to have greater lengthto-beam ratios reducing the initial
of heel. Initial stability up to approximately 15’ of heel
can be stated in the form of:
=+CILB3
V

- KG

I
Where: KB is the vertical center of buoyance -Ft.
jlTG is the vertical center of gravity. - Ft.
L is the ship water line length -Ft.
B is the maximum beam at the waterline - Ft.
V is the volumetric displacement - Ft.3
and CI is a coefiicient based on water plane form.
If we assume a 100 Ton displacement craft has a
length of 100 Feet and a beam of 20 Feet, initial satbility
will be:

I iz100 + CI (395) I - KGll)O
If this hull is cxlxandcd to 1000 Ton displacement
without change in form and retaining the L/D ratio of 5,
initial stabilily will be:

I

2 . 1 5 K&00-t 2.15CI(395) I -iz1000

Fig. 26 Desig,

M154A. intact

stability, 1OMnot beam wind

Hazards Unique to the Concept
Historical hazards unique to the hydrofoil concept
have fallen into three types; log‘strikes, whale encounters, and hard grounding foilborne.
The frcqucncy of occurcnce of the first two have been
primarily a function of the operational areas chosen for
hydrofoils on the West Coast of the United Slates in the

shil) Icngths (Lhc forward and aft spacing of the’ struts)
incrcnsing sliil) length incrcbnscas thck turning tli;lmt4cr. .
Thus incrc*:lsing hull Icn$h with rclract:~bl~~ foil systc%m~
tcncls to increase foilborllc lurning tliclmclcrs for the flat
turn condilion.

~1lCl

Tm1l;ngc

Incrcnsing fuel lk,rcentngcs (of full lo:~tl) of hydrofoils
introduces the neccssit;; of both providing sufficient t,ankage and the control of fuel utilization to maintain acceptable foilborne and to a lcsscr estcnt hullbornc longitudinal distribution. Gcncral this can bc achicvcd by providing fuel tanks in a quantity definccl by the following
empirical
relationship:

The military cfiectivencss of high spct~cl, 111~11 mancuvcrnbilit>. of the hydrofoil concept over conventional
and 01 hc r “advanced” concepts only IIO\V is being full\.
unclcrstootl and nppreciai~cd .

No. of Fuel Tanks* = (22-28) (Fuel Load/Full Load)

The hullborne maneuvering hydrod!.namic charactcristics of the hydroloil are no differen than conventional
hullforms of similar proportions. Ilistoricallp, ho\vever, all as a class are somewhat un~tsual in that all
have used some method of active thru$L vectoring to effect control. The DESISOK and FLAGSTAFF used
steerable nozzles on the hullborne \vnkrjcts, and coulcl
turn at zero forward speed. PLAIS\:IEW and HIGHIWIST
USC stcerablc
outdrive units. The designs of the TUCUMCAR1 and PEGASCS usecl bow thrusters.

Kumber and location of the tanks have a second order
effect on damaged stability.
The increasing percentages of fuel on increasingly
larger hydrofoils has a pronounced effect on intact stability. U’ith hard chine hulls a very “stiff” condition can
result at one displacement \vith a rapid fall-off in stability as fuel is consumed. For this reason, among others,
future designs will tend to have generous bilge radii to
provide uniform “stiffness” over the operating range of
displacements.
Retraction

Future designs with increasing emphasis on higher
hull speeds and decreasing concern about appendage resistance during take-off will tend toward more conventional hullborne steering systems.

Iiecessity

The preceeding section, described the hydrofoil
unique requirement and ability to retract the lift system.
The necessity of such retraction is a mission consideration. There are many pros and cons to the issue of retraction necessity which will not be answered here.

V.

The penalties for retraction are: potentially more
complex machinery arrangements, greater lift system
hull system integration concerns, and greater lift system weights. Retraction time has minor significance in
the assessment of these penalties.

Of interest is that, with the exception of the H.S.
DEKISOS , all have had diesel driven hullborne propulsion
systems.
The major reason has probably been the inhcrently economical fuel rntcs of dicscls as compared \vith
gas turbines in the horsepower sizes required. A more
subtle reason may have ken a desire to provide the most
reliable “back-up” propulsion system possible. This
supposition is rc~iniorced by the fact that all hydrofoils
to dntc hnvc had complclely separate Ioilborne and hullbolllc propulsion systems. The hvdru~oil communil\
was prob:ibl~~ tlrc major tlai.1~ dri\‘iny iorcc iii tlw nurinization of tlic g:ls turbine for naval iisc. nnil ns \vith all
new applications the resulting producl had sonic question
in regard to reliability.

Fixing the lift system also introduces the possibilities
of reducing strut length and allowing the keel of the hull
to knife through the higher waves in the design sea state.
Combined with 50/50 tandem distribution this potential
arrangement would oifcr the lotvest drait and submcryed
beam combination. Ilull length would not be restricted
by any static considerations.
Slancuvcring

The overall hull length and vehicle distributrm
effects strut location and maximum foil span. For foilborne flat turn maneuvers lhc strut location, rind forward
and aft strut spacing, dcscribc the cffcactivc Icngth of the
vchiclc.
As flat turn tlinml4crs are tlcscribcd in c+fcclivc
*Port and stnrbonrtl pni I’S arc consitlcrctl to be one tnnk.
For port, ccnkrlinc and starboard ktnlis the multiplicl
is rcducctl to 15+21

. .i
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Propulsion

The hullborne propulsion system characteristics of
previous and esisting U.S. Kavy hydrofoils are summaried in Table Il. Generally they share certain common
features. All, in keeping with the emphasis on foilborne
performnnce,
where considered secondary in importance
to the foilborne propulsion plant; resulting in most instances in less than optimum performance. Primary emphasis has been on providing low speed maneuvering and
low-to-mid endurance for long range ferrying of the
ships.

The retraction of the lift system reduces the operational draft of the vehicle, reduces channel requirements,
but not the operational beam of the ship. Marine growth
on non-operating foils is reduced, Lift system maintenance and drydocking are easier with retraction.

Foilborne and Ilullborne

Hullborne

n’otc too, that all hullborne propulsors have in some
fashion been selected to provide minimum added resistancc on take-off of the hydrofoil.
With increasing hydrofoil ship sizr, dccrrasing sellsitivitv t o ldic-00 rk>sistancc. cmcrging mission rcquircmcnts for higher Ilulll~~rne spcccds, and resulting lnrgcr
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Table II. Hullbornc Propulsion Systems U. S. Navy Hydrofoils
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installed hullborne horsepower; significant changes will
be made in hullborne propulsion machinery. Figure 27
illustrates some of the possibilities. All gas-turbine
plants; particularly for larger ships, will probably be
the accepted practice. The continued need for totally
separate foilborne and hullborne propulsion systems is
under question, particularly when the hullborne power
requirement may equal or exceed 505 of the foilborne
power needs. If the foil systems are non-retractable or
maintenance retractable only, is there a need for a distinction between hullborne and foilborne machinery?
Finally if a single machinery pIant is used for both hullborne and foilborne operations, can the most economical
fuel rates be achieved with Combination Gas Turbine or
Gas Turbine (COGOG) or Combination Gas Turbine and
Gas Turbine (COGAG) systems using a mix of gas turbine
sizes?

tionnl craft, the longitudinal bending moment in waves
is the governing overall criteria. However, the longitudinal bending moment foilborne developed by the lift
from the struts transmitted into the hull at two longitudinal locations normally exceeds the hullborne bending
moment. Experience has shown the criteria hull loading
conditions are impact pressures developed from direct
wave impact on the hull while foilborne in extreme seas
or from crash landings at maximum speed by direction
or after loss of foil system lift.
Experience has shown that hull weight is primarily a
function of total hull volume and peak local hydrodynamic
impact pressures on htill bottom, sides, decks, and
superstructure. Figure 28 shows actual and expected
hull structural weight trends based on existing hydrofoils
and design studies. Shown is Work Breakdown Structure
(WBS) Groups 110 to 140 (shell plating and frames,
bulkheads, decks, and platforms) and Group 110 alone.
A trend of increasing st.ructura.l density with shorter
craft length is indicated counter to the expected trend for
conventional craft, This reflects the governing impact
pressure design conditions, as illustrated in Figure 29
for existing craft,whlch shows the gross ratio of bottom
impact area (length x hull beam) divided by hull girder
volume.
Figure 30 illustrates that WBS Group 110 weights
can be expressed as a relatively constant value of the
gross length times beam parameter. Correcting this
relationship by a form factor accounting for the tapering
of the hull forward and aft (main deck area rather than
length times beam) would reduce the scatter in Figure 30.
Also shown is a probable difference in Group 110 weights
for single and double (cfontinuous)
second deck designs.
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VI. Structural Considerations

---EXISTING
TREND
(W/O FHE 400)

2.8

Hull loading criteria in impact and overall bending
has been the subject of considerable study in the past
and undoubtedly will continue to be for the foreseeable
future. Work now underway at the David W. Taylor
Naval Ship R&D Center is aimed at the development of
overall hydrofoil structural design criteria based on past
operational cspcrience for application to future hydrofoil ships. The following discussion wil summarize the
espericnced and expected trends in hull weight to meet
the existing critcrin. as it effects ovcrnll ship size.
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Conclusions

While the history of hydrofoil technology development has centered on the achievement
and optimization
of foilborne operation, the potential contribution of the
(properly selected) hullform to increase overall mili-tary mission effectiveness of the total system is now
receiving greater emphasis for future designs. Of the
advanced ship concepts under consideration for the
future Navy, the total hydrofoil system; including both
the foil system and hull, probably offers the best combination of potential benefits with the least risk. The
hydrofoil concept builds on the proven economies, performance, and known technology of traditional naval
hullforms and combines them with the methodical
developments in foil system technology of the past two
decades, to extend the equally important speed and seakeeping spectrum of operations for the future Navy.
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Superstructure weights (WBS Group 150) are shown in
Figure 31, indicating an expected increase in structural
efficiency with increasing volume. To be noted are the
relative structural efficiencies of the basic hull girder,
Figure 28, and the superstructure.
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